Be inspired.

Our challenge has started in the spring 2016, when we set
out to push the limits of our technology to make it faster
and sustainable, without sacrificing the intrinsic nature of
blockchain security.

COMPANY
PROFILE

Years of research and development have led to setting up
T.R.I.N.C.I. 2.0, a new cutting-edge blockchain
hybridizing the peculiar features of public and private
systems.

COMPANY
PURPOSE
The biggest issues with blockchain
application development are
linked to the underlying
technology, which is too slow,
hardly adapts for a sustainable
implementation and fails to
conform with business rules and
regulations.

Based on a distributed, decentralized register called
Independent Chain, T.R.I.N.C.I. is an alternative
blockchain model offering the market a convenient,
high-quality option.
Open-source since September 30th 2021, this
technology has the ability to meet any business need and,
therefore, to provide a wide range of actors with efficiency,
security, sustainability, convenience, rapidity and
compliance with the European standards on data protection
and governance.

Despite the fact that the
cryptocurrency market has
crossed the $ 2 trillion threshold

Server-to-server services and
smart contracts of new
conception are so few

Companies still cannot reap the benefits of the
cryptocurrency market, because of the high
volatility, the compliance issues with current
regulations and out of reach, not so easy to use
products.

that they poorly interact both mutually and with
the users. This makes it difficult for companies
to find an easy to access, safe and legal
ecosystem to resort to in order that they can
seize the potential of this technology.
With these characteristics, the market could be
accessible to anyone who wishes to benefit
from it and put its several applications into their
daily practice.

The technology of T.R.I.N.C.I. 2.0 has
now made it possible to develop high
value added services within one single
easy to use ecosystem.
Exchange, Escrow, NFTs, custom coins, voting
systems, document notarization, information
traceability and a sovereign digital identity system
also for IoT devices and multiple users.

High costs associated with management, building and mining.

Investments in infrastructures are often underestimated:
development, distribution, migration, maintenance, updates, third-party elements,
hardwares and staff are only few of the costs that should be taken into account when
thinking of building an innovative, functional and reliable blockchain for users.

ISSUES

The infrastructures

As a matter of fact, it is instructive to first briefly mention that
blockchains can be divided into three groups depending on
their complexity:
Low complexity
●
●

Basic applications for smart contract development;
Payment applications based on existing cryptocurrencies;

Medium complexity
●
Semi-decentralized applications;
●
Applications built on blockchain platforms such as Ethereum,
Hyperledger Fabric/Sawtooth, EOS etc.;
High complexity
●
Building an entire decentralized network;
●
Use of new coding and architectural language methods well suited to
solve complex issues;

For a long time, Affidaty has worked to create
a whole ecosystem and an entire,
high-complexity blockchain from scratch.
While very few players have dared to take up the task,
Affidaty has succeeded in cutting costs and emissions to
the benefit of both the users and the environment, as well
as in creating scoped consensus systems, nodes and
networks by intervening on the infrastructure.

T.R.I.N.C.I. 2.0 runs on a network of distributed, decentralized
and certified nodes called Independent Chain. This energy
efficient network relies on four diverse structures:
Network Alpha, Network Beta, Network Omega, Network Gamma.

THE NETWORK
HARDWARE

The different configurations make it possible to support any
business project or infrastructure, while safety and compliance are
always guaranteed.
The distributed network avoids all privileges on others, as well as
that others control, manage or cancel the information stored.
In this way, nobody can alter the protocol underlying the
functioning of the core technology.
Furthermore, anyone can become an Independent Chain miner and
contribute to new transaction certificates written in the T.R.I.N.C.I.
2.0 blockchain.

Network Alpha

Higher network of notarization comprising validating nodes
managed in trust. It guarantees the quality of the code, of the
hardware, of the housing on a public protocol and of the
investors’ certified return.

Proprietary Network Beta

Beta is a dedicated proprietary network: users can choose the
most appropriate consensus model depending on their needs.

Public Network Gamma

Intended as a Bitcoin tribute and following same Bitcoin’s
dynamics and algorithms, its consensus runs in T.R.I.N.C.I. 2.0
and relies on the PoW model.

Testnet Network Omega

Test network enabling users to verify the application’s fair
running.

Relevant problems that several players have been facing over
time include:
●
●

Current issues
with today’s
blockchain
platforms

●
●
●

●
●
●

Environmental damage due to excessive energy waste (computing
power, cool-down etc.);
Lack of scalability (smart contracts’ immutability hinders the ability to
adapt when needed);
Inefficiency (dissipation of the resources needed to use the networks);
Interoperability;
National and international regulations (common blockchain platforms
lack compliance and refuse to adapt, demanding that the law changes
in their favor);
Security (executive keys are entrusted to external software houses,
which makes hacking attempts more likely);
Privacy;
Applicability to the B2B sphere;

The answer: T.R.I.N.C.I. 2.0’s core
Affidaty has combined game changing solutions to create a scalable, safe,
high-performance, extensible and open-source core from scratch.

Scalable

depending on the business
purpose for which it is
intended.
It can be programmed to
process a high amount of
low-cost transactions
(IoT-oriented) and to handle
sophisticated data with
adequate transaction costs
(NFT-oriented).
Indeed, both the hardware
and the software can be
scaled by increasing or
decreasing the number of
nodes and by programming
the smart contracts.

Safe

because it can be safely
extended with smart
contracts containing
arbitrary consensus
algorithms.
(such as PoW, PoS and
PoA, each having its own
property of byzantine fault
tolerance) depending on the
objective of the High
Density Scoped Blockchain
(HDSB).
Thanks to a designated
module, transactions with
new consensus algorithms
can be accepted by
following the HDSB’s rules
of survival.

Highperformance

because it is implemented
in Rust, a high-level
programming language.
The smart contracts are
compiled in WebAssembly
and this allows developers
to write the code in several
recognized languages.
Furthermore, they enable
cross-interoperability
between the technology’s
client and server sides.

Extensible

The wasm-machine engine
can execute smart contracts
implemented in the
WebAssembly by third
parties.
This provides you with the
updates and the
functionalities necessary for
this technology’s evolution
and eternal existence.

Open-source

under AGPL license and
dedicated to the
community.
Effective control over its
compliance is maintained
by fulfilling the strictest
standards and best practices
as required by the terms of
open-source licenses.

DIGITAL IDENTITY

WHAT
AFFIDATY HAS
TO OFFER

No middleman to hack. The
blockchain access allows users
to sign transactions with the
highest degree of anonymity,
while both the executive keys
(public and private) are
generated offline.
www.4rya.io

WoW EXCHANGE

Affidaty has created its own
exchange platform, through
which it is possible to manage
and convert into Euros the
tokens generated with
T.R.I.N.C.I. 2.0
https://wowexchange.affidaty.n
et/login

CERTIFICATION
AND TRACEABILITY
SYSTEMS

VOTING SYSTEM

NFTs

CUSTOM COINS

HDEMY

GOGO®PAY

They can be easily integrated
with cutting-edge,
computerized reading
systems and product/service
scans to provide a certified
history of each process.
www.affidaty.io/faretra-smart-con
tracts/trust8/

(Custom) virtual assets that bring
together Euro currency
practicality and virtual
currency intelligence along
with the whole set of rules that
define their exchanges.

By means of the identity/vote
cryptographic decoupling, they
ensure anonymity, as well as
the highest transparency and
inviolability of preferences.
At the same time, they eliminate
miscalculations deriving from
double voting.
www.affidaty.io/faretrasmartcontracts/vot8/

E-learning platform specifically
designed to provide every
community interacting with
Affidaty’s ecosystem informative
and instructive contents.
Recipients include: system
integrators, developers,
partners, customers, providers.
https://www.hdemy.io

From creation to buy and sell
operations, these
non-fungible tokens can be
managed in Euros.

Innovative payment
component made for
e-commerce websites. Tokens
are employed within a limited
network to simplify purchase
processes, cut fees and help
merchants solve problems with
online POS systems.
https://www.gogopay.io

INDEPENDENT CHAIN FITLET

The Independent chain’s node is a specific hardware whose
function is that of developing networks beta for proprietary HDSBs
and building test networks Omega. Each node ensures every
project’s well functioning by achieving the highest energy
efficiency and performances.

PRODUCTS
Every product by Affidaty S.p.A.
has been specifically designed to
fit the high-performance
standards of the T.R.I.N.C.I. 2.0
blockchain and Independent
Chain network.

PROPRIETARY HDSB RACK

Rack containing nodes to be inserted into certified data
centers. This provides Independent Chain’s network Alpha with
notarized computing power.

COLD WALLETS

Unlike traditional wallets (hot wallets), cold wallets are physical
devices. They represent an additional solution offered by Affidaty
to safeguard and store private keys and cryptocurrencies.

